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Abstract 
The sensitivity of the potential WSN applications and because of resource limitations, key management 

emerges as a challenging issue for WSNs. One of the main concerns when designing a key management scheme is 

the network scalability. Indeed, the protocol should support a large number of nodes to enable a large scale 

deployment of the network. The proposed system is a new scalable key management scheme for WSNs which 

provides good secure connectivity coverage. For this purpose, make use of the unital design theory. The basic 

mapping from unitals to key pre-distribution allows us to achieve high network scalability. Nonetheless, this naive 

mapping does not guarantee a high key sharing probability. Therefore, proposed system is an enhanced unital-based 

key pre-distribution scheme providing high network scalability and good key sharing probability approximately 

lower bounded by 1 − e-^1   0.632. The approximate analysis and simulations and compare our solution to those of 

existing methods for different criteria such as storage overhead, network scalability, network connectivity, average 

secure path length and network resiliency. The proposed approach enhances the network scalability while providing 

high secure connectivity coverage and overall improved performance. Moreover, for an equal network size, the 

solution reduces significantly the storage overhead compared to those of existing solutions. 
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      Introduction
Nowadays, Wireless Sensor Networks 

(WSNs) are increasingly used in critical applications 

within several fields including military, medical and 

industrial sectors. Given the sensitivity of these 

applications, sophisticated security services are 

required. Key management is a corner stone for many 

security services such as confidentiality and 

authentication which are required to secure 

communications in WSNs. The establishment of 

secure links between nodes is then a challenging 

problem in WSNs. Because of resource limitations, 

symmetric key establishment is one of the most 

suitable paradigms for securing exchanges in WSNs. 

On the other hand, because of the lack of 

infrastructure in WSNs, usually no trusted third party 

which can attribute pairwise secret keys to 

neighboring nodes, that is why most existing 

solutions are based on key pre-distribution.  

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of 

spatially distributed  autonomous  sensors to  monitor 

physical or  environmental  conditions,   

 

 

 

such as  temperature, sound,  pressure,  etc.  

and to  cooperatively  pass  their data  through  the 

network  to  a  main  location.  The more modern 

networks are bi-directional, also enabling control of 

sensor activity. The development of wireless sensor 

networks was  motivated  by military applications 

such as battlefield surveillance; today such networks 

are used in many industrial and consumer 

applications,  such  as  industrial  process monitoring  

and  control,  machine  health  monitoring, and so on. 

The WSN is built of "nodes" from a few to  several  

hundreds  or  even  thousands,  where  each node  is  

connected  to  one  (or  sometimes  several) sensors. 

Each such sensor network node has typically several  

parts:  a  radio  transceiver with  an  internal antenna 

or  connection  to  an  external  antenna,  a 

microcontroller,  an  electronic  circuit  for  

interfacing with  the  sensors  and  an  energy  source,  

usually  a battery or an embedded form of energy 

harvesting. A sensor node might vary in size from 

that of a shoebox down  to  the  size  of  a  grain  of  

dust,  although functioning  "motes"  of  genuine  
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microscopic dimensions have yet to be created. The 

cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging 

from a few to hundreds of dollars, depending on the 

complexity of the individual sensor nodes 

 

Problem Statement 
Key management is a corner stone for many 

security services such as confidentiality and 

authentication which are required to secure 

communications in WSNs. The establishment of 

secure links between nodes is then a challenging 

problem in WSNs. Because of resource limitations, 

symmetric key establishment is one of the most 

suitable paradigms for securing exchanges in WSNs. 

On the other hand, because of the lack of 

infrastructure in WSNs, usually no trusted third party 

this can attribute pairwise secret keys to neighboring 

nodes, that is why most existing solutions are based 

on key pre-distribution.  

         In most existing solutions, the  design of key 

rings (blocks  of  keys) is  strongly related to the 

network size, these solutions either suffer from low 

scalability (number  of  supported  nodes),  or 

degrade  other performance metrics including  secure  

connectivity, storage  overhead  and  resiliency  in  

the  case  of  large networks. 

        Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are 

increasingly used in critical applications within 

several fields including military, medical and 

industrial sectors. Given the sensitivity of these 

applications, sophisticated security services are 

required. Key management is a corner stone for many 

security services such as confidentiality and 

authentication which are required to secure 

communications in WSNs. Because of resource 

limitations, symmetric key establishment is one of 

the most suitable paradigms for securing exchanges 

in WSNs. On the other hand, because of the lack of 

infrastructure in WSNs, we have usually no trusted 

third party which can attribute pair wise secret keys 

to neighboring nodes, that is why most existing 

solutions are based on key pre-distribution. 

            The following drawbacks are identified from 

the existing system.             A host of research work 

dealt with symmetric key pre-distribution issue for 

WSNs and many solutions have been proposed. In 

the existing system many disadvantages occur: the 

design of key rings (blocks of keys) is strongly 

related to the network size, these solutions either 

suffer from low scalability (number of supported 

nodes), or degrade other performance metrics 

including secure connectivity, storage overhead and 

resiliency in the case of large networks. 

Proposed Work 
In this proposed system, the aim is to tackle 

the scalability issue without degrading the other 

network performance metrics. The main state of the 

art of symmetric key management schemes for WSNs 

that classify into two categories:  probabilistic 

schemes and deterministic ones.  In further refine  the 

classification  into  sub-categories  with  respect  to  

the underlying  concepts  and  techniques  used  in  

key exchange  and  agreement. 

The use of unital design theory in key pre 

distribution for WSNs. This show that the basic 

mapping from unitals to key pre-distribution gives 

birth to highly scalable scheme while providing low 

probability of sharing common keys. We propose an 

enhanced unital-based key predistribution scheme in 

order to increase the network scalability while 

maintaining a good key sharing probability.  

The adequate choice of the solution 

parameter should guarantee high key sharing 

probability approximately over bounded by 

1−e−1while ensuring a high network scalability. We 

analyze and compare our new approach against main 

existing  schemes,  with  respect  to  different  

criteria: storage  overhead,  energy  consumption,  

network scalability,  secure  connectivity  coverage,  

average secure path length and network resiliency. 

For this purpose, the target is the design of a scheme 

which ensures a good secure coverage of large scale 

networks with a low key storage overhead and a good 

network resiliency. To this end, the unital design 

theory for efficient WSN key pre-distribution is used. 

           The advantages of the proposed system as 

follows: 

 Propose a naive mapping from unital design 

to key pre-distribution and we show through 

analytical analysis that it allows to achieve 

high scalability. 

 Propose an enhanced unital based key pre-

distribution scheme that maintains a good 

key sharing probability while enhancing the 

network scalability.   

 Analyze and compare our new approach 

against main existing schemes, with respect 

to different criteria: storage overhead, 

energy consumption, network scalability, 

secure connectivity coverage, average 

secure path length and network resiliency. 
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System Model 

 
 

Probabilistic schemes  

            In probabilistic key management schemes, 

each two neighboring nodes can establish a secure 

link with some probability. If two neighboring nodes 

cannot establish a secure link, they establish a secure 

path composed of successive secure links. 

Eschenauer and Gligor proposed in [2] the basic 

Random Key Predistribution scheme denoted by 

RKP. In this scheme, each  node  is  pre-loaded  with  

a  key  ring  of  k  keys randomly selected from a 

large pool S of keys. After the deployment step, each 

node i exchanges with each of its neighbor j the list 

of key identifiers that it maintains. This allows node j 

to identify the keys that it shares with node i. If two 

neighbors share at least one key, they establish a 

secure link and compute their session secret key 

which is one of the common keys. Otherwise,  they  

should  determine  a  secure  path which  is  

composed  by  successive  secure  links.  The values 

of the key ring size k and the key pool size |S| are 

chosen in such a way that the intersection of two key 

rings is not empty with a high probability. This basic 

approach is CPU and energy efficient but it requires a 

large memory space to store the key ring. Moreover, 

if the network nodes are progressively corrupted, the 

attacker may discover a large part or the whole global 

key pool.  

 

Deterministic schemes  

             Deterministic schemes ensure that each node 

is able to establish a pair-wise key with all its 

neighbors. Many solutions were proposed to 

guarantee determinism. A naive deterministic key 

pre-distribution scheme can be designed by assigning 

to each link (i,j) a distinct key Ki,j and pre-loading  

each node  with (n−1) pairwise keys in  which it is 

involved  where n is the network size. It is obvious 

that this solution is not scalable for large WSNs. Choi 

et al. proposed in [17] an enhanced approach 

allowing to store only (n+1)/2 keys at each node. For 

that purpose, they propose to establish an order 

relation between node identifiers and propose a hash 

function based key establishment in order to store 

only half of the node symmetric keys while 

computing the other half at each node. This approach 

allows to reduce the required stored keys to the half 

of network size, however, it is obvious that this 

scheme remains non scalable enough.  

 

Unital Design for Key Pre-Distribution     

               In WSNs are highly resource constrained. In 

particular, they suffer from reduced storage capacity. 

Therefore, it is essential to design smart techniques to 

build blocks of keys that will be embedded on the 

nodes to secure the network links. Nonetheless, in 

most existing solutions, the design of key rings 

(blocks of keys) is strongly related to the network 

size, these solutions  either  suffer  from  low  

scalability,  or degrade other performance  metrics 

including secure connectivity and storage overhead. 

This motivates the use of unital design theory that 

allows a smart building of blocks with unique 

features that allow tocope with the scalability and 

connectivity issues.  

 

Background: Unital Design 

          In combinations, the design theory deals with 

the existence and construction of systems of finite 

sets whose intersections have specified numerical 

properties. Formally, A t-design (ν,b,r,k,λ) is defined 

as  follows  :  Given  a  finite  set  X  of  ν  points 

(elements), we  construct a family of b subsets of X, 

called blocks, such that each block has a size k, each 

point  is  contained  in  r  blocks  and  each  t  points  

are contained together in exactly λ blocks. For 

instance, the  symmetric  Balanced  Incomplete  

Block  Design (SBIBD)  presented  above  is  a  
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(ν,b,r,k,λ)  design, where ν = b = m2+ m + 1, r = k = 

m + 1 and λ = 1.  

 

Conclusion 
The proposed work is a scalable key 

management scheme which ensures a good secure 

coverage of large scale WSN with a low key storage 

overhead and a good network resiliency, with use of 

the unital design theory. The basic mapping from 

unitals to key pre-distribution allows achieving high 

network scalability while giving allow direct secure 

connectivity coverage. The proposed is an efficient 

scalable unital-based key pre-distribution scheme 

providing high network scalability and good secure 

connectivity coverage. The solution parameters are 

discussed and propose adequate values giving a very 

good trade-off between network scalability and 

secure connectivity. The analytical analysis are 

conducted and simulations to compare the new 

solution to existing ones, the results showed that our 

approach ensures a high secure coverage of large 

scale networks while providing good overall 

performances. 
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